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A version of an approximate Fatou Lemma for a uniformly integrable sequence
of functions with values in a reflexive Banach space is proved. The usual assump-
tion that this sequence is pointwisely dominated in norm by a real valued inte-
grable function is omitted. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Fatou's lemma in n-dimensions proved to be very useful in mathemati-
 w x.cal economics see, e.g., 4 . Recently, the work in economics with infinite
dimensional spaces of commodities attracted attention to this lemma in
w xinfinite dimensions 2, 5, 6, 9 . In the present paper, we prove a version of
such a lemma, an approximate undominated one in a reflexive Banach
w xspace, thus generalizing the result of 2 .
 . w xLet T , A, m be the interval 0, 1 with Lebesque s-algebra A and
Lebesgue measure m, X be a reflexive Banach space with the dual space
 4X*, and f be a uniformly integrable sequence from the Banach spacen
 .L T , X of Bochner integrable functions f : T ¬ X.1
 4For a sequence A of non-empty subsets of X write:n
w y Ls A [ x g X : x s weak lim x , x g A , k g N . 4n k k nk
Here and in what follows we use the symbol w to indicate that the
corresponding topological notion should be understood with respect to
weak topology. Our main result is:
THEOREM. The following inclusion holds
w y Ls f : cl w y Ls f .H Hn n
T T
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Here cl stands for the norm closure and the integral of a multivalued
 .function t ¬ w y Ls f t is understood in the sense of Aumann, i.e., asn
the set
h: H g L T , X and h t g w y Ls f t a.e. on T .  .  .H 1 n 5
T
of integrals of all integrable selectors of this multivalued function. Since all
f are m-essentially separably valued, we can and shall assume throughoutn
the proof that X is separable. We use the following standard notations:
co represents the convex hull;
 .  < < 4B r [ x g X : x F r for r ) 0;
 .  : 4s x*, A [ sup x*, x : x g A for x* g X*, A ; X ;
 .  .4 Xgr F [ t, x : x g F t for multifunction F : T ¬ 2 .
We shall prove the theorem by a sequence of lemmas. For t g T write:
L t [ w y Ls f t , F t [ cl co L t , .  .  .  .n
 w x .LEMMA 1. The multifunction F is measurable see 8 for definition .
Proof. Let
F t [ w y cl B n l f t , t g T . 4 .  .  . .m n k kGm
 . wBeing weakly compact, every ball B n is Polish in its weak topology 3,
x w xTheorem V, 6.3 . Consequently, we can use the results of 8 and easily
 .obtain that the sets gr F , m, n g N are A = B X -measureable, wherem n
 .B X stands for the Borel s-algebra of subsets of X. Then, since weakly
convergent sequences are bounded in X, we have:
gr L s gr F .D F m n
ngN mgN
 .So gr L is a A = B X -measurable set, and hence the multifunction L
w xhas a Castaing representation 8 , easily yielding the result.
For t g T , n g N, set
< < < <r t [ f t q lim inf f t q 1, .  .  .n n k
F t [ B r t l F t , t g T , n g N. .  .  . .n n
 4  .LEMMA 2. The sequence r is uniformly integrable and F t / 0u a.e. onn n
T for e¨ery n g N.
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Proof. This follows immediately since, by the scalar Fatou lemma, the
<  . <function t ¬ lim inf f t is integrable.k
For x* g X*, write
 :a x*, t [ max 0, x*, f t y s x*, F t . 4 .  .  . .n n n
 .Note that, by Lemmas 1 and 2, the functions a x*, ? are well-definedn
and measurable.
 .LEMMA 3. The sequence a x*, ? is con¨ergent to zero in measure.n
 4  4  .Proof. Since the sequences r and f are bounded in L T , R andn n 1
 .L T , X respectively, a standard by-contradiction argument yields the1
existence of a point t g T , a positive number « , and a subsequence k0 n
such that
a x*, t G « ;n g N, 1 .  .k 0n
< <sup r t - `, 2 .  .Rk 0n
ngN
< <sup f t - `. 3 .  .Xk 0n
ngN
 .  .Due to 2 and 3 we can assume, extracting a further subsequence if
necessary, that
r t ª r , 4 .  .k 0n
w
f t ª x 5 .  .k 0 0n
hold for some r g R and x g X. Observe now, this being the key point of0
 .the proof, that 4 implies
s x*, F t ª s x*, B r l F t , .  .  . . .k 0 0n
 .which together with a trivial consequence of 5
 :  :x*, f t ª x*, x .k 0 0n
yields
 :lim a x*, t s max 0, x*, x y s x*, B r l F t . 6 4 .  .  .  .k 0 0 0n
 .The right-hand side of 6 , however, is equal to zero because x , being0
 .  .  .certainly in B r , belongs to F t by definition. This contradiction with 10
completes the proof of the lemma.
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 4 LEMMA 4. If f or a subsequence thereof con¨erges weakly to f g L T ,n 1
.  .   .4X , then f t g cl co w y Ls f t a.e. on T.n
Consequently, for e¨ery a g w y Ls H f there exists a function f g L T ,T n 1
.  .  .X such that f t g F t a.e. on T and H f s a.T
 4Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove the lemma when the sequence fnw
itself converges weakly to f. So let f ª f. By the previous lemma, then
 . wsequence a x*, ? converges to zero in measure. Hence, by 3, Corollaryn
xIII.6.13 , we can assume, extracting a subsequence if necessary, that
a x*, t ª 0 a.e. on T ; x* g X*. 7 .  .n
For « G 0 and x* g X*, set
 : 4H x*, « [ x g X : x*, x F « . .
 .Then, by the definition of a x*, t , we haven
f t g H x*, s x*, F t q a x*, t ; t g T 8 .  .  .  . . .n n n
 4Note now that r , being uniformly integrable, is weakly relativelyn
 .compact in L T , R , so that we can suppose, extracting a subsequence if1 w  .necessary, that r ª r for some r g L T , R .n 1
Consequently, by Mazur's theorem, for each n g N there exist non-
negative numbers ln, i s 1, . . . , k , with k n ln s 1, such thati n is1 i
kn L1X nr [ l r ª r ,n i nqi
is1
kn L1X nf [ l f ª f .n i nqi
is1
Moreover, we can suppose, extracting a subsequence if necessary, that
rX t ª r t a.e. on T 9 .  .  .n
f X t ª f t a.e. on T 10 .  .  .n
 .Then 8 yields
f X t g H x*, s x*, F t l B rX t q a X x*, t a.e. on T 11 .  .  .  .  . . . .n n n
where
kn
X na x*, t [ l a x*, t . .  .n i nqi
is1
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But
a X x*, t ª 0 a.e. on T .n
and
s x*, F t l B rX t ª s x*, F t l B r t .  .  .  . . . . .n
 .  .  .  .by 7 and 9 respectively. So 10 and 11 imply
f t g H x*, s x*, F t l B r t a.e. on T ; x* g X* .  .  . . .
and consequently
f t g H xU , s xU , F t l B r t a.e. on T 12 .  .  .  . . .F n n
ngN
 U4holds for some denumerable set x ; X* separating the points of X.n
 .  .   ..Note that the right-hand side of 12 is equal to F t l B r t because
 .  .the latter set is weakly compact in X. Thus, f t g F t a.e. on T which,
together with the evident relation H f s w y lim H f s a, yields theT T n
result.
Now, the next lemma completes the proof of our theorem.
LEMMA 5. It holds
cl L s cl F .H H
TT
 .Proof. Observe that in proving Lemma 1 the A = B X -measurability
 4of the set gr L was established. In addition, the sequence f is uniformlyn
w xintegrable by our assumption. Then, arguing as in 1, Theorem A , we
w xobtain an integrable selector of L and apply 7, Corollary 3.3 .
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